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Abstract 
Heroes started to leave their position to anti-heroes in the post-modern era of our time, in which the trust in holistic and 
consistent mind and the values and norms created through that mind have eroded the belief in the conscious subject who 
constructs history has weakened and all the relationships established with figures of authority have been questioned. There is no 
doubt that the figure of hero has not completely disappeared in the scene of literature, art and history. Especially in non-Western 
societies like ours, stuck between modern and post-modern eras and being modernized belatedly, the reading of the relationship 
established with “hero and anti-hero” over a single definition would be misleading.  
In this paper, firstly, the subject regarding which actions and tendencies that the anti-heroes are considered as out of norm in the 
society and in the period of time that we live in will be discussed and the relationship that the educators, children and their 
parents establish with anti-heroes will be problematized. Then, the characteristics of the relationship between idealized heroes in 
most of the children’s theatre texts which are used as educational purposes in Turkey and the children’s world will be analyzed.  
Lastly, the question of what would change if anti-heroes were involved in this relationship will be argued.   
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Children's theatre is a theatrical event interested with specifics for children and aimed towards children. 
Obviously,  it  is  necessary  to  discuss  the  understanding  regarding  the  childhood  within  the  era  we  are  in,  that  is  
described as modern or postmodern, while determining the particularistic things specific for children, since every 
concept have a history and through the history of humanity, the meaning associated with these concepts change. For 
example, within the strict adult world of Old Mesopotamia, Greek and Roman times, a higher value had not been 
ascribed to children. Furthermore, they even had been exposed to barbaric behavior (Of course, this description 
excludes the children of the aristocratic class). Within the feudal societies of the Middle Ages, children have been 
neglected; childhood had not even been considered as a special category in the centuries when Church had 
reproduced the sinner child myth. According to Postman, especially in the West, the idea of existence of a childhood 
world specific to children could only emerged after 15th century when capitalism have started to develop during the 
last period of feudalism. Many factors; like the invention of printing, the development of national languages and 
publishing, widespread of education and the protective thoughts of Renaissance and Enlightenment philosophers 
regarding children contributed to the development of the idea of childhood (Postman, 1995). 
Historian Jasques Gelis tells that children once did not mean anything have been converted to everything starting 
with 18th century. Historians defined as optimistic like Lloyd DeMause mention about progress by inspecting 
positive changes like the increase in protective interest within family and outer environment, the decrease in the 
degree of neglecting children and abuse through law and the understanding of children as a source of happiness 
instead of a work force in the family (Nünning, 1990: 38 - 40). The French historian Philippe Aries who has been 
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described as pessimistic and his successors proposed that the natural life styles of children intertwined with adults 
before modern periods have been gradually destroyed, the rich life of children have been restricted within schools 
which is an impoverishment and finally children had been exposed to control and pressure mechanism as they had 
been excluded socially (Inal, 2007: 24). Communication scientist Neil Postman also defended that the concept of 
childhood, created by the invention of printing in 15th century, has reached to the point of disappearance with the 
negative impact of the media in 20th century and factors specific to children like games, food, songs, attitudes and 
clothing had diminished. He also stated that other negative changes; taking more place in crime statistics, giving up 
from their own languages by adoption of adult language, getting caught into sexually transmitted diseases like adults 
and usage of drugs, brought childhood to the point of extinction (Postman, 1995). Postman's thoughts are 
considerably true but weak in terms of reason.  If we are talking about the destruction of childhood in 21st century, 
associating the reason of this situation to only one apparatus which reproduce the capitalist production relations in 
favor of capital, to the media, means being not able to see the big picture. The cruel logic of competition in capitalist 
system and over rationalization have reflected upon child world and destroyed it to a high degree not only by media 
but also by means of family and education institutions.  
Because of this, in the century that we are in, it is necessary to approach cautiously to the changes which are 
suggested to be in favor of childhood. Especially in non-Western societies like ours, being stuck between modern 
and post-modern eras and modernized belatedly and even modernized by force that turned it's face towards West, 
child is also becoming a passive subject of modernization projects. The existence of child is instrumentalized by 
making it as a tool to some projects according to the ideologies, expectations and achievement targets of adults. Of 
course, this instrumentalization changes according to the class, economical and cultural medium that the child 
belongs to. However, at the end every, child gets his/her share from this instrumentalization since children have 
been treated as an economical, emotional and status investment tool (Inal, 2007: 89). If the child belongs to upper 
and middle class s/he is expected to be "social and even outstanding", "competitive and even ferocious", "defending 
his/her rights and even considering normal to abuse other people's rights", "compatible with technology and even a 
digital creature", "wise and even pedantic" and these qualifications are considered to be normal or supposed that s/he 
may only survive within the existing system by being these ways and because of this situation in order to protect 
him/her and even most of the time despite their existence these qualifications are supported by prize and punishment 
system. Most of the time, children living in the rural areas or in the outskirts are considered to be an economical 
investment tool. That's why they are exposed to being neglected, beaten, humiliated and forced to work.  
At exactly this point, what can children's theatre do? Will it, purposely or not, reproduce this situation by 
accepting this point through the means of plays or will it make children and adults remember that "another world is 
possible"? It can be said that most of the examples of children's theatre in Turkey are the products of modernization 
projects which accept without questioning the norms of being "successful", "visible" and "acceptable" that are 
enforced by capitalism. How the plays can be real, intimate and convincing by emphasizing the importance of the 
success in schools without thinking that the education institutions are tools that form and shape children under the 
light of mainstream ideology and even that considers that this success is compatible with the development of the 
emancipation and critical thinking abilities and for that reason force the children for cruel competition with their 
own age groups, even if they invite children to "interdependency, brotherhood and love", in a usual manner, with 
songs and dances before the curtain is closed.  
Children's theatre is considered to be educative and entertaining by many theoreticians (Samurçay, 1990). If we 
conceive education as a process that reveals the required behavior in persons, which is also adopted by Ministry of 
Education, it is not possible that the play could   help to make the child free, construct himself/herself and help to 
develop the critical sight. However, if we conceive education as introducing a person with appropriate tools, 
methods and conditions that help an individual to expose his/her potential and develop that potential in the best way 
and if we do not transfer this function to the obligatory educational institutions, maybe theatre can accompany child 
in his/her process of discovering himself/herself and the world. The use of the verb “Accompany” is especially 
preferred because any kind of events are generally done for children are "manipulative" in a strict hierarchical 
manner by looking from above. Whether adults manipulate, put into form and even give discipline by frightening, 
threatening  and  scaring  or  by  patting  the  child's  head  compassionately,  telling  "This  is  the  best"  in  the  name  of  
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children, both manners are actually despotic; one is more direct and the other one is more covered, masked by "good 
intention" and smiling face. This is the most dangerous since it is harder to define. Children's theatre is also getting 
its share from this smiling despotism, which had spread to many systems, from law to politics, formal education to 
parents' child care methods. While imperious and didactic products are labeled as "pedagogically” inappropriate and 
excluded from the system, smiling, manipulative works can easily be a part of the system. 
Actually, recently this "smiling" authoritative, protective and didactic approach, which regards with disdain, is 
being eliminated by some anti-authoritative plays. The new approach starting with literature and then transferred to 
theatre in the West in 70’s could only start to be felt in Turkey by 90's. Astrid Lindgren's “Pippi Longstocking”, 
Michael Ende's, Asa Lind and Christine Nöstlinger’s novels and stories have been translated and the texts of 
German Grips Theatre have been played. Through these means, children and anti-authoritative heroes have met. 
There is also a momentum in local literature. The process starting with Aziz Nesin, Muzaffer øzgü has started to 
develop with young writers of 90's like Aytül Akal and Nilay YÕlmaz. 
In fact, in children's theatre and literature we need anti-heroes that can cock a snook to the criteria of this era as 
much as we need anti-authority heroes that struggle directly or indirectly with oppressive understanding by making 
visible and criticizing it. As Gündüz Vassaf states, heroes are totalitarian (Vassaf, 1995: 69) because they are the 
idealized versions of authority which we internalize. So, why we should continue the struggle with authority only by 
means  of  anti-authority  heroes,  why  should  we  need  anti-heroes?  The  matter  is  the  concept  of  anti-authority  
generally calls positive connotations in almost everybody's mind. As it is stated before, now a despotism which 
masks the intentions of the authoritarian figures through smiling faces is dominant now. Authoritarian 
understanding, which may sometimes approach with tolerance to anti- authoritarian approaches as a requirement of 
"so called democracy and human rights", doesn’t show that kind of tolerance to anti heroes. Authoritarian 
understanding either tries to neglect them or tries to normalize them by rehabilitating them and exactly that moment 
is the time that it loses mask and this is the reason that children's theatre and literature especially need anti heroes. 
So, who are the anti-heroes of this century? Primarily, it is necessary to think about the heroes of the time and the 
geography that we are in. The modernist progressionist understanding declares the ones that act, affect, transform 
and are visible, as heroes. They are entrepreneur, competitive, planned, decisive, and multitalented. On the other 
hand, anti-heroes are not considered powerful either in economic or social terms. If they have an accumulation or 
talent, they just enjoy them without promoting them. Most of the time they face with injustice; they are fooled and 
defeated. Yet, the joy of living always heals them to continue to the life. They are compassionate, forgiving beings 
with full of love. Authoritarian modernist approach defines their calm, negotiating manners as being passive and 
their tolerance towards the differences as inconsistencies. Since they do not internalize the dominant language of the 
authority, they are considered as plump, since they do not care how they look they are considered as tasteless and 
discordant,  since  they  do  not  focus  on  future  objectives  and  just  like  to  live  the  moment  they  are  considered  as  
irrational and with their failure in formal education institutions they are considered as ninny or labeled as "losers". 
Besides, the modernist authoritarian approach, with the worries that these qualifications will prevent the society to 
improve, assumes that they are pathologic and problematic and they must be normalized by rehabilitating them.  
In fact we often see the anti-heroes, which we do not see the examples frequently in children's theatre, as cartoon 
characters, for example Sponge Bob Square Pants. He considers himself as doing the most important job on earth 
while he is a crap burger cooker. Not knowing that he is being exploited by his boss Mr. Crap, he is in love with his 
job  to  the  degree  that  he  can  even  pay  for  it.  Due  to  he  thinks  that  Sponge  Bob  is  stupid,  his  neighbor  and  also  
colleague, grumpy octopus Squidward tries to get rid of Sponge Bob, while Sponge Bob tries to get Squidward get 
involved in every action he does. Sponge Bob’s best friend is the starfish Patrick, whom everybody considers as 
lazy, insolent, lighthearted, and silly. They play every kind of games that Bikini town considers "useless, 
meaningless and unnecessary". They have collection of chewed gums, they hunt starfish and free them immediately, 
they buy large screen TV and throw it to the garbage and create new games with its package box. Sponge Bob sings 
and dances beautifully, creates masterpieces from bubbles and paper. However, he never thinks to turn his abilities 
to money or fame. On the other hand, his boss Mr. Crap tries to earn money over Sponge Bob's talents. Sponge Bob 
either does not notice this situation or remains indifferent even though he notices. He doesn't conceive any of his 
effort as forward-looking economical or social investment tool, rather he is just busy with joy. He is always excited 
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about every new day, he is compassionate and full of love and he never gives harm to anybody intentionally. He 
never loses his hope. He takes the driving exam and he fails many times because of being incautious, his fears and 
panic. Even though he fails each time, he never loses his belief in getting the drivers' license one day. His belief in 
himself, life and dreams have a transformative effect on other creatures. He even effects grumpy Squidward 
sometimes. One winter, while he was planning to make everybody's wishes true with the help of Santa Claus, gets 
disappointed by Santa Claus’s delay. After giving Squidward, who mocks Sponge Bob with his belief in Santa 
Claus, a Christmas present that will make him very happy, Sponge Bob shuts himself hopelessly to his home. 
Thereupon, in normal conditions who is only interested in his own desires and enthusiasm but nothing else, 
Squidward dresses as Santa Claus and delivers almost everything in his house to Bikini Town and makes everybody 
and Sponge Bob happy. 
We need anti-heroes like Sponge Bob in order to question the validity of the destructive criteria which are 
determined by consumer society -reproduced by media, educational and family institutions as well- and to fight with 
them even indirectly. Children should meet with examples which fall into the out of norm category in order to prove 
how these norms become a part of the mechanism of control, pressure, shaping and even destroying. Anti-heroes, 
which are labeled with negative meanings by modernists, are emancipating by raising doubts on absolute truths 
through their choices and existences. For this reason they can also be considered anti- authoritarian. However, they 
lack the ability of defining, or they already may not need such an effort, the authoritarian mechanism which 
victimizes them. Their existence may create an indirect threat, but they do not directly declare war to settled rules or 
authoritative understandings. Although they do not match with criteria of being successful or visible, just because 
they are aware that they exist, they may still be considered dangerous for authoritative understanding. We may 
consider their existence as a kind of a passive resistance, a resistance which they are not aware of. They just exist 
and they feel the excitement if living.  
Anti-heroes like Sponge Bob are liberating for the children of this century and geography, who have been 
mangled  from  all  ways  by  great  expectations,  since  they  make  us  remember  that  "another  kind  of  a  world  is  
possible". Anti-heroes may be a liberator for a generation which has been taught to act upon the expectation of prize 
or fear of punishment in order to display the "required" behavior and attitudes of market rules, educational 
institutions and family and consequently begin to lose almost all of their inner motivations regarding life. As the 
opposite of the claim of progressivist modernist mind, the relationship that will be established with anti-heroes will 
not be an object lesson but inspiration story. Doubtlessly, it will be an inspiration that will be established with anti-
heroes, who do not act upon the norms that were defined free from their own needs and requests and do not feel 
guilty about this situation at all, who also do not define life with success scores, do not judge themselves and others 
since they do not internalize the voice of authority, know how to live with their weaknesses and impotence and 
because of all they live with joy of life. Hence, everybody who thinks in favor of children and tries to produce 
theatre should reconcile with anti-heroes. It is necessary to notice how success, power, visibility criteria that are 
forced, turn children's life into such nightmares. By giving up the idea of acting "in the name of children and for 
their well being"; by making them remember that there are other options without defining the main target, by 
keeping in mind that there may also be many things for us to discover through this journey like a fellow, a 
companion, by making them feel that they are not alone, we have to learn to proceed “with” children. 
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